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AN EFFICIENT MODEL FOR FRAGMENT 
ALLOCATION IN A FILE SYSTEM  

F.E. Onuodu, B. O. Eke, Esther Ikilighi  
 

Abstract— On a Wide Area Network (WAN), fragment allocation is a major issue in file system since it concerns the overall performance of distributed 
database systems. the existing system does not minimize the memory space causing it to fill-up easily. In this work, we developed an efficient model for 
fragment Allocation in a file system. The methodology used is the Object-oriented (OOM) in this approach. We implemented with C# programming language 
using Mark-Compack Algorithm. The development system produced a mixed fragmentation comprised of vertical and horizontal. It divided the table into 
arbituary blocks based on the needed requirement. The fragment allocation found is close to an optimal one, making our results more higher degree in 
operation than the existing one. This work could be beneficial to system users to data miners and to any other organization that deals on management of 
memory. 

Index Terms— Fragment, File System, Memory Allocation, Fragmentation, 
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1. INTRODUCTION                                                                      
n In recent times, in registering, a document 
framework or file system controls how infor-
mation is put away and recovered. Without a rec-

ord framework, data put in a capacity medium 
would be one vast assemblage of information with 
no real way to tell where one snippet of data stops 
and the following starts. By isolating the infor-
mation into pieces and giving each piece a name, the 
data is effectively disengaged and distinguished. 
Taking its name from the way paper-based data 
frameworks are named, each gathering of infor-
mation is known as a "record". The structure and ra-
tionale rules used to deal with the gatherings of data 
and their names is known as a "document frame-
work". There are various sorts of record frame-
works. Every one has distinctive structure and ra-
tionale, properties of speed, adaptability, security, 
size and that's only the tip of the iceberg. Some rec-
ord frameworks have been intended to be utilized 
for explicit applications. For instance, the ISO 9660 
document framework is structured explicitly for op-
tical plates (REMZI H. ARPACI-DUSSEAU, 2014).  
 
Document frameworks can be utilized on various 
distinctive sorts of capacity gadgets that utilization 
various types of media. Starting at 2019, hard plate 
drives have been key stockpiling gadgets and are 
anticipated to remain so for a long time to come. Dif-
ferent sorts of media that are utilized incorporate 
SSDs, attractive tapes, and optical circles.  
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Now and again, for example, with tmpfs, the PC's 
principle memory (irregular access memory, Slam) 
is utilized to make a transitory record framework 
for transient use (REMZI H. ARPACI-DUSSEAU, 
2014). Some record frameworks are utilized on 
neighborhood information stockpiling gadgets; oth-
ers give document get to through a system conven-
tion (for instance, NFS, SMB, or 9P customers). 
Some record frameworks are "virtual", implying 
that the provided "documents" (called virtual rec-
ords) are figured on solicitation, (for example, 
procfs and sysfs) or are only a mapping into an al-
ternate document framework utilized as a support 
store. The document framework oversees access to 
both the substance of records and the metadata 
about those documents. It is in charge of organizing 
extra room; unwavering quality, productivity, and 
tuning as to the physical stockpiling medium are vi-
tal structure contemplations.  
 
2. Related Works  
Pratik and Bhuyar, (2012); recommended that infor-
mation discontinuity and assignment are two of the 
basic parts of appropriated database. The infor-
mation fracture and piece assignment issues in dis-
seminated database configuration are NP-Hard in 
nature and hard to understand, which makes grow-
ing great arrangement strategies a high need. Infor-
mation portion is regularly treated freely of discon-
tinuity. The piece assignment configuration is a 
basic issue that improves the execution of the appli-
cations handling in the Disseminated Database 
frameworks (DDBs). The database inquiries get to 
the applications on the dispersed database locales 
and ought to be performed viably. Subsequently, 
the parts that gotten to by inquiries are should have 
been assigned to the DDBs destinations in order to 
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decrease the correspondence cost amid the applica-
tions execution and handle their operational prepar-
ing. He present a technique for gathering the desti-
nations of the DDBs as indicated by their corre-
spondence cost so as to decide the piece allotment 
to a gathering of locales as opposed to allotting the 
sections to site by site.  
AL-Hakim (2012): introduced new information re-
assignment display for imitated and non-recreated 
compelled DDBSs by conveying a change to infor-
mation get to design. This methodology expect that 
the dissemination of parts over system locales was 
at first performed by an appropriately guage set of 
question recurrence esteems that could be utilized 
over destinations. The model considers destinations 
imperatives in the re-distribution stage.  
Mahmoud Omid (2015): took a shot at dispersed da-
tabase (DDB) the board frameworks, part allotment 
is a standout amongst the most vital segments that 
can straightforwardly influence the execution of 
DDB. Their exploration work, additionally demon-
strate that explanatory programming dialects, for 
example rationale programming dialects, can be uti-
lized to speak to various information section por-
tion systems. The Outcomes demonstrate that, uti-
lizing revelatory programming language altogether 
improves the portrayal of piece assignment calcula-
tion, hence opens entryway for any further advance-
ments and enhancements.  
Mehrabi and Ali (2011); they took a shot at circu-
lated database configuration tends to the issues of 
fracture, portion and replication. The fundamental 
objective of their exploration is that dispersion finds 
viable approach to expand database framework un-
wavering quality and upgrading framework execu-
tion. These are considered as one of the key research 
issues today and legitimizes why the circulated da-
tabase framework (DDBSs) has turned out to be 
generally utilized and looked into. In their work, the 
appropriated database framework has been ex-
plored with regards to social databases. Diverse dis-
continuity, distribution and reallocation situations 
are considered to achieve an ideal arrangements or 
close ideal arrangements. In the proposed work, 
fracture strategies that can be connected at the un-
derlying stage just as in later phases of a circulated 
database plan for parceling, and designating the 
pieces are performed all the while. Besides, reallo-
cation issue is researched to acquire ideal unique re-
allocation answers for be utilized in a  

Raghuram et al, (2012)) was extremely complete, in-
cluding a couple of imperatives, for example, the 
computational intensity of each site and the greatest 
wanted time of reaction to a demand, the repro-
duced duplicates issue was not considered. 
Yen-Po Lin, et al (2010)exhibited information allot-
ment calculations to accomplish the base by and 
large correspondence cost. Other than apportioning 
information, a scientific displaying approach and a 
hereditary calculation created by Spring and Rho 
assign tasks to hubs. For a framework requiring 
high accessibility, Despite the fact that a lot of scien-
tists have proposed models and calculations in-
tended to designate sections in a conveyed data-
base, the vast majority of their models are excep-
tionally muddled and not surely knew. Hence, it is 
hard to utilize them in a genuine domain. Here, they 
propose a basic and thorough model that reflects ex-
change conduct in appropriated databases. They be-
sides proposed a guess calculation called Basic for a 
basic information distribution issue. For each sec-
tion fi, the calculation Basic begins to dispense du-
plicates of fi to those hubs j with Bij ≥ 0. The image 
Bij means the complete information volume of fi re-
quired to send to hub j to process the exchanges is-
sued at hub j, short the all out information volume 
of fi required by the exchanges issued at all the hubs 
to refresh part fi. At that point, it finds different hubs 
to which duplicates of fi can be assigned so as to av-
ariciously decrease the general correspondence 
cost. The outcomes demonstrate that the part desig-
nation found by our calculations is near being an 
ideal one and is superior to that found by Lin et al. 
A few tests were additionally directed to confirm 
that the cost equations can genuinely mirror the cor-
respondence cost in reality. 
 
3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The current framework depends on Mohammad 
and Omid, (2015), they exhibited on even part 
portion in a disseminated database (DDB) the 
executives frameworks. Part assignment is a 
standout amongst the most essential segments that 
can specifically influence the execution of DDB. This 
mix is accomplished through the blending the 
database and systems administration innovations 
together. Or on the other hand it very well may be 
portrayed as, a framework that keeps running on an 
accumulation of machines that don't have shared 
memory, yet looks to the client like a solitary 
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machine. Suspicions with respect to the framework 
that underlie these definitions are:  
Data is put away at various locales. Each site is 
accepted to comprise of a solitary processor. 
Regardless of whether a few locales are 
multiprocessor machines, the conveyed DBMS isn't 
worried about the capacity and the executives of 
information on this parallel machine.  
The processors at these locales are interconnected 

by a PC organize as opposed to a multiprocessor 
setup.  
To structure a DDB, circulated information ought to 
be legitimately related, where the relationship is  
characterized by some basic formalism, and access 
to information ought to be at an abnormal state 
through a typical interface. The common formalism 
that is utilized for building up the coherent 
relationship is the social model.  

 

 
 
Fig.1: Architecture of the Existing system of fragment allocation (Mohammad  Omid, 2015).  
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Fig 2(a): Insight of the Existing System 
 

 

Fig 2(b) Horizontal fragment allocation form Database. 
 
Figure 1 utilizes Replicating Accumulation 
calculation which the clients should be register with 
username and secret key so as to get to the 
framework document. The record designation is 
exposed to the assignment of information into 
various table (either in Line and section game plan 
to put away assets), i.e absolute document in a 
specific memory. They made utilization of Level 
discontinuity in putting away their information and 
a similar part to follow in free the memory not in 
utilized.  
The framework has the full usefulness of a DBMS 
which is the Disseminated handling on database the 
board frameworks (DBMS) is an effective method 
for improving execution of utilizations that control 
huge volumes of information. This might be 

cultivated by expelling superfluous information got 
to amid the execution of questions and by 
diminishing the information trade among locales, 
which are the two fundamental objectives of the 
structure of conveyed databases. Essential worry of 
appropriated database framework configuration is 
to making discontinuity of the relations if there 
should arise an occurrence of social database or 
classes in the event of article arranged databases, 
portion and replication of the sections in various 
destinations of the disseminated framework, and 
neighborhood enhancement in each site.  
They chipped away at even fracture (HF) which 
enables a connection or class to be apportioned into 
disjoint tuples or occurrences. Instinct behind even 
fracture is that Each site should hold all data that is 
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utilized to question at the site and the data at the site 
ought to be divided so the inquiries of the site run 
quicker. Flat fracture is characterized as 
determination activity, σ = p(R)                                                  
(1)  
where σ infers absolute expense of property I 
(region priority)  
P is recurrence of perused task  
R = weight of read task  
Algorithm for the Current Framework  
This calculation (duplicate accumulation 
calculation) handles the two issues ordinary to 
memory distribution and reusing  
It handles the issue of poor territory of reference, 
implying that as articles being used are broadly 
dispersed in memory which could prompt poor 
execution, This procedure gathers these items 
together and refreshes their references as opposed 
to abandoning them dissipated.  
It lessens outer discontinuity.  
Figure the recurrence of the individual questions of 
the site q1, . . . , qQ  
Change the questions of the site in the conjunctive 
ordinary structure (disjunction of conjunctions); the 
conjunctions are called minterms.  
Register the selectivity of the minterms  
Locate the insignificant and complete arrangement 
of minterms (predicates)  
The arrangement of predicates is finished if and just 
if any two tuples in a similar piece are referenced 
with a similar likelihood by any application.  
ii. The arrangement of predicates is insignificant if 
and just if there is somewhere around one question 
that gets to the section  
There is a calculation how to discover these parts 
algorithmically (the calculation CON MIN and 
PHORIZONTAL.  
The proposed framework is the blend of even and 
vertical discontinuities is blended or crossover 
fractures (MF) utilizing a notifier modules to 
recognize the Unused record or information that 
should have been reinforcement in order to free the 
space. In this sort of discontinuity plot, the table is 
partitioned into subjective squares, in view of the 
required prerequisites. Every fracture can be 

dispensed on to a particular site. This kind of 
discontinuity is the most perplexing one, which 
needs greater administration. As a rule basic even 
or vertical discontinuity of a DB composition won't 
be adequate to fulfill the prerequisites of the 
applications.  
Blended discontinuity (half breed fracture) 
Comprises of a flat piece pursued by a vertical 
discontinuity, or a vertical fracture pursued by an 
even discontinuity. Blended Fracture is 
characterized utilizing the choice and projection 
activities of social polynomial math:  
П_p(_A1,. .., An(R))     (2)  
П _A1,. .., An(_p(R))  
Where П = blended discontinuity  
A = real expense for predicate I of quality n  
R = weight of read task  
P = recurrence of read task  
The principle reasons of discontinuity of the 
relations are to: increment region of reference of the 
inquiries submitted to database, improve 
dependability and accessibility of information and 
execution of the framework, balance stockpiling 
limits and limit correspondence costs among 
locales. Portion is the way toward doling out the 
sections of a database on the locales of a 
disseminated system. At the point when 
information are allotted, it might either be 
reproduced or kept up as a solitary duplicate. The 
replication of sections improves unwavering quality 
and effectiveness of read-just questions however 
increment refresh cost. Figure 3.2 show the 
proposed framework which utilizes the Imprint and 
Compass calculation to tackle any piece in the 
memory utilized in a given framework.  
A piece of a connection is a connection itself. 
Sections can be additionally divided  
Projects1 = П _PNo, PName, Location(Projects)  
Projects2 = П _PNo, Budget(Projects)  
Projects1:1 = σ _Location='Saarbr.'(Projects1)  
Projects2:1 = σ _Location='Munich'(Projects1)  
Projects3:1 = σ _Location='Paris'(Projects1)  
Tasks = (Projects1:1 [Projects1:2 [Projects1:3) on 
Projects2 
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Figure 3: Architecture of the Proposed System 

 

 
Fig. 3(a) Hybrid Fragmentation 
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3.2.1 Algorithm of the Proposed Framework  
Mark-Compact algorithm is a variation of the Mark-
Sweep algorithm, which will be used in this work. 
Using this algorithm, it marks all the reachable 
objects and compacts the marked objects together. 
In doing so, the objects are moved and the 
references are updated. This results in all the 
marked objects being moved into a single 
contiguous memory block or small number of such 
blocks. The memory left after the compaction 
process has been completed are recycled. 
Essentially, one can utilize prolog attest and 
withdraw guidelines in synchronization unit to 
refresh section designation data. In light of this 
execution, the principle method of part portion 

segment can be created as appeared:  
1: function FRAGMENT ALLOCATION 
2: while true do 
3: Run synchronization unit 
4: Update execution statistics 
5: if any facts updated then 
6: Re-run the inference engine and query the move 
X;Y;Z triggers. 
7: if there exists any trigger whose source is me then 
8: Run the fragment transfer unit 
9: end if 
10: else 
11: Wait for synchronization period 
12: end if 
13: end while 
14: end function 
 

4.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS  
The result of the new model is presented in the figure 4.5 and 
figure 4.6. It shows how fragment is allocated to each installed 
software in the system and also checkmates all the space avail-
able in the disk of the system.  
 

 
Figure 4.1: Home page of the Program 
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FIGURE 4.2: MEMORY ALLOCATION ZONE. 

4.1 Discussion of Result  
The proposed system was designed with the use of C# which 
basically get the IDE from the visual studio platform, together 
with the MySql connector in order to fetch the dataset in the 
database of the system. The proposed system uses the get infor-
mation of the disk and display the result. If you click on start, it 
starts running underground and it continuously check for free 
space and monitor the RAM usage. It pops-up notification at 
intervals. We will get a pop-up when the disk is over 80% of 
usage. It also display the installed applications and size so that 
users can as well know the application that is using lot of space 
of the disk, if still useful or uninstalled if otherwise. The result 
of the software is to check the memory allocation for each ap-
plication in the computer memory and to still indicate the most 
used of memory in the installed application. This will give an 
insight to the users to utilized the free memory and subject the 
unused application out of the system. 
 
5.0 CONCLUSION  
This examination reach to a decent outcome when utilizing the 
imprint conservative calculation for expelling section from the 
PC hard plate in speed, and furthermore we have great out-
comes in investigating the most utilized space in memory by 
the introduced application in the framework if still for utilized 
right now of uninstalled such application till when is required 
for the PC to be quick in executing employments.  
 
6.0 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE  
We have develop a novel fragment allocation model for file sys-
tems using Mark-Compact algorithm. 
The proposed model design  gives room to free the memory of 
the system for fast and accurate execution of task at any given 
time.  
 
 
 

7. RECOMMENDATIONS  
The work carried out in this research is recommended to organ-
izations both private and public (e.g. surveillance, Universities, 
E-government system etc.) that are looking for a better and 
faster way to free the memory of the working system for reusa-
bility. . 
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